superior products to grow your own

Arch Rivals Look
On in Despair!
Researched, designed and manufactured in-house
from high-end quality materials – that’s the
impressive pedigree behind Harrod Horticultural’s
exclusive new Garden Arch range, to be launched at
the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in May.
The leading Lowestoft-based mail order garden product manufacturers
and suppliers have developed three inspirational designs of Garden
Arch to suit practically any garden style and situation, using their 60
years of manufacturing experience. With three variations of width and
height for each type of arch to choose from and connectors that fit
inside the frame for a flush and neat finish, finding a structure to fit
into your own space isn’t going to be a problem.
Consultation with professional garden landscapers and listening to
customer research has resulted in the use of quality materials and
finish, as well as a breadth of size options. Each arch is made from
galvanised, thick walled, 25mm square steel tubing that is high
temperature powder coated to give a resilient finish. We’ve included 3
width sizes (1.5m, 2m & 2.5m), heights ranges from 2.4m to 3m, a
choice of 0.6m and 1.2m depths whilst we can bespoke a design to
individual customer needs too!
If it’s a standard, traditional arch shape you’re looking for to display
your climbing plants and roses then the Roman Arch is the one for
you. Span a path measuring 1.5, 2 or 2.5m wide with the choice of
sizes and enjoy watching the structure being gradually engulfed by
roses, clematis, honeysuckle or any number of climbing plants.
If Gothic is the theme of your garden or it’s a look you particularly admire,
then the arch of the same name will fit your garden vista perfectly. Once
again measuring 1.5, 2 or 2.5m in width, this stunning design features the
typical pointed ‘church window’ top and effortlessly marries style with the
strength synonymous with Harrod Horticultural products.
The Final design in the range is the eye-catching Ogee Arch, all flowing
lines and architectural elegance and the perfect platform to give your
climbers their legs! Available in the same three width options as the
Roman and Gothic versions, the Ogee will grace any garden on its own
or as part of a series embracing a garden path or promenade.
Displaying their versatility, all the arches in the new range can be
placed in soil or directly onto a hard surface such as a path or patio via
the surface socket option providing you with even more scope to use
your creative skills and imagination in the garden. The Harrod Superior
Garden Arch Range will look stunning when stood alone clothed in

Roman Style
climbers, or link a number
of them together to create a
pergola or a floral walkway
- thus creating a secret
perfumed garden of
dappled light and shade
on a glorious summer’s evening!

Ogee Style

It’s reassuring to know that the arches are made from the high
specification pre-galvanised, black powder-coated, 25mm square steel
tubing that Harrod Horticultural are synonymous with using for their
renowned Steel Fruit Cages, giving you the confidence that introducing
a Harrod Horticultural arch to your garden is a long term investment
and will provide support to your climbing plants in no uncertain style!
See the Harrod Horticultural Garden Arch range and feel the quality
for yourself at the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in May – our awardwinning stand is at 47 Pavilion Way.
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